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Over the past year, Environment, Climate, and Ocean Sustainability 
(ECOS) students presented different sustainability concepts to 
administrators and the architects designing a new cafeteria for 
Libertyville High school. We conducted a trash audit to quantify our 
waste and demonstrated to the group that recycling, composting, and 
promoting reusable containers had the greatest environmental impact. 
ECOS students then pivoted to creating ideas to change school culture 
and student behavior to promote pro-social waste stream management, 
such as proper sorting of compost, recycling, and trash. We saw an 
opportunity to implement a functional waste stream program with the 
new cafeteria, which was in the early planning stages.  

To inform their recommendations to the cafeteria planning committee, 
the club created surveys to gauge school culture and conducted a waste 
audit of the cafeteria. Once they had presented their recommendations, 
the club switched focus to education and behavioral change campaigns. 
They created an educational video to announce the new recycling bins 
and teach students how to use them properly. They also engaged the 
student body with a poster design competition for the posters that will 
mark the compost, trash, and recycling center of the new cafeteria. They 
also wrote and presented a petition to the School Board to develop and 
adopt a sustainability plan. 

Based on the club’s recommendations, the school board agreed to re-
establish the cafeteria’s recycling system, switch to reusable silverware, 
and include a compost plan in the design of the new cafeteria’s waste 
stations. Waste stations will also include a sink for people to empty liquids 
and rinse reusable containers. Looking forward, students hope their 
work will not only ensure that the cafeteria is built with a sustainability 
focus, but that their work will lead to district policy updates to include 
sustainability in decision making. Students are now more aware of 
proper recycling behaviors and our community is more engaged 
with speaking up for sustainable practices in our school district. They 
presented this recording at the 2024 IGA Celebration going over their 
final project.
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which allowed us to calculate cost/benefit analysis, and 
uncover cultural barriers within the student population.
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